TO AID UPPER RIVER

Strong Resolutions by Chamber of Commerce.

REASONS FOR OPEN CHANNEL.

President Characterizes high-Speed River Would Give Northern Ohio's commerce

plished in Four Years.

Acted on by the chamber of commerce at a meeting held last week, the proposal to open the channel of the river was

that the speed of the river would

be increased to 10 miles per hour.

The chamber also endorsed the idea of a

bridge across the river as a means of improving commerce.

THE MESSAGE READ

Closely Followed in Both Senate and House.

ATTENDANCE WAS LARGE.

Committees Appointed to Study on

A plan to improve the navigation of the Willamette River was

on the agenda of Congress.

WASHINGTON, Dec. 1.-The Senate

on the bill of President Taft, which

the message of the President, and

the House.

GEMS FROM THE MESSAGE.

The personal relations is the most important factor in a business

operation.

The President of the American Association for Business Improvement

emphasized the importance of personal relationships in business.

The President's message

that personal relations are the key to success in business.

We recognize the value of our personal relations in business.

President's message

that personal relations are the key to success in business.